Logix 6.0®
New Features and Users in the News – June 2017
What’s new at Logistix Solutions
Our users tell us that Logix is one of
the most powerful supply chain
optimization software tools available
today. Proprietary optimization
algorithms and dynamic memory
technology enable Logix to handle real
world problems of nearly any size and
complexity.
We’re also happy to hear that Logix is
the “go-to” choice for Quick and Dirty
solutions requiring a fast response.
Logix is designed to be especially easy
to use with a quick learning curve
since these projects often require
turnaround measured in days or at
most a few weeks.
Thank you to all our users for your
feedback and help in making Logix an
ever stronger solution for your supply
chain problems.

Robert Camozzo
President
Logistix Solutions
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New Features and Users in the News – June 2017
Logix® 6.0 Enhanced Street-Level Strategies
Distribution Network Design has taken its place as a
“must-have” strategic element of corporate decision
making.
Requirements have evolved from simple
“gravity models” for determining the optimum number
and location of distribution facilities to multi-level
distribution networks with detail down to fleet sizing,
mode selection, driver scheduling and route optimization.

ONE OF THE LARGEST
SUPPLIERS TO THE
FURNITURE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY MAINTAINS
A LARGE FLEET OF TRACTORS AND TRAILERS
FOR PRODUCT DELIVERY THROUGHOUT THE US
AND CANADA. PRODUCTS ARE ALSO
TRANSPORTED VIA COMMON CARRIER BASED ON
DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS AND COST
CONSIDERATIONS.

Logix® 6.0 meets these challenges with the integrated
“Transportation Optimization” module including:

LOGIX OPTIMIZED DELIVERY OPERATIONS USING
CONTINUOUS MOVES TO SCHEDULE INTERPLANT
FULL TRUCKLOAD ROUTES INSTEAD OF SINGLE
STOP OUT-AND-BACK TRIPS. EMPTY MILES
WERE REDUCED WITH BETTER TRANSPORT
COORDINATION ALL STAYING WITHIN DOT
REGULATIONS AND USER SPECIFIED DRIVER
WORK SCHEDULES.

 Routing and Scheduling
 Truckload Scheduling and Load Consolidation
 Driver and Vehicle Scheduling.
Recently added updates make modeling easier and more
powerful including:





Continuous Move Optimization
Transit Site Technology
“Select” option – zero in on your solution
Pop-Up maps – view multiple maps simultaneously.

SAVINGS WERE IMMEDIATE AND ARE EXPECTED
TO TOTAL SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY.

CONTACT info@logistixsolutions.com OR
571-426-5951 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

The new Continuous Move Optimization feature enables
users to reduce deadhead miles thus producing higher
vehicle and driver utilization with fewer resources. Part of
the “Transportation Optimization” module, users can
create continuous tours that connect single stop or
multiple stop trips from different depots or origins before
returning to the original depot.
Transit Site technology enables users to specify
intermediate sites or locations (for example, a bridge,
plant, cross dock or stop off point) through which a route
or DC-to-Customer connection must transit. Distance
calculations and transit times are more realistic and
results more accurate enabling several powerful
distribution strategies including Continuous Moves.
The new Pop-Up Maps and “Select” options enable you
to zoom in on exactly what you want to model and
display. Select one or more customers or demand
locations from your data set and only include those sites
in your analysis.
Pop-Up maps are now the default to view multiple
solutions side-by-side for greater clarity and more
compelling presentations.
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Continuous Move optimization combines loads or
deliveries on the empty return leg of another trip.

Logix 6.0 - How to Use Transit Site Technology
Follow these steps to set up and run any problem requiring the use of Transit Site Technology:
1. Importing Data
o

o

Transit Site Data – specify one or more “Transit Site(s)” records that match the Supp|Transit Link field in the
customer record(s). The SiteName or the Transit/Lnk field MUST match the Supp|Transit Link field in the
customer record. Import your data using the Logix Data Import Wizard for Intermodal and Transit Sites.
Customer or Stop Data – specify one or more “Transit Site(s)” in each customer record using the
Supp|Transit Link field for each product category A-E (as needed) or a single Transit/Lnk for a Stop record.
The “Transit Site” MUST be the same as the “Sitename” or Transit/Lnk A-E field(s) in the Transit Site record.
Import your data using the Logix Data Import Wizard for Customers or Stops.

2. Logix Data Entry
o

o

Add Transit Sites using the Logix Data Entry Screen while specifying Transit Site as the Supply Chain Data
Type. Enter any appropriate Ship Unit, Fee per Ship Unit, Trans ($/mile) and Trans $ as well as Dwell Time
(in days).
Add Customers or Stops and specify “Intermodal/Transit” as the mode. In a Customer record, enter one or
more Transit Site designator(s) that match the Transit Lnk in any Transit Site record by product category. In
a Stop record, enter a single “Transit Site via …” designator for all product categories for that Stop.

3. Run any Simulation, Network or Transport Optimization Scenario. Logix calculates distances and
transit times automatically and displays the total distance from the DC to the Transit Site and from the
Transit Site to the Customer or Stop.

Logix Data Import – Transit Sites, Stops and Customers

Logix Data Entry – Customers and/or Stops
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Logix Data Entry – Transit Site

Transit Sites - Solutions, Maps and Presentations
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LOGISTIX SOLUTIONS – On-Demand Technology for Logistics Professionals
Logistix Solutions was established in 2006 as a software and consulting company to provide premier
technology solutions and in-depth industry knowledge for logistics professionals. We offer awardwinning, on-demand Supply Chain Planning and Execution applications at a revolutionary value for rapid
ROI and benefit realization.
Supply Chain Planning and Execution (SCP&E) software solutions offered:
 Distribution Network Design and Supply Chain Optimization
 Sourcing and Procurement Optimization
 Service Time Optimization
 Product Flow and Inventory Optimization
 Transportation Optimization
 Transportation Resource Scheduling and Execution
 Transportation Management System
Support, training and consulting services provided by experienced supply chain practitioners and
logistics software experts.
Based on extensive development working with Fortune 1000 companies, Logistix Solutions provides fullfeatured, on-demand supply chain solutions and consulting services for commercial real estate services
firms, retailers, manufacturers, third party logistics providers, consultants, food and beverage and other
distributors to support strategic planning and logistics execution requirements.

Again this year, Logistix Solutions is proud to have won
prestigious awards from Food Logistics, Supply and
Demand Chain Executive and Inbound Logistics. For
more information on these awards and publications, visit
our website at www.logistixsolutions.com/InTheNews.

For more information on the Logistix Solutions suite of products, visit our website at www.logistixsolutions.com
contact Logistix Solutions at 571.426.5951 or e-mail info@LogistixSolutions.com.
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